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1Chapter 1
2General Theory of Disperse Metal
3Electrodeposits Formation
4Konstantin I. Popov AU1and Nebojša D. Nikolić
51.1 Introduction
6The most frequently used form of the cathodic polarization curve
7equation for flat or large spherical electrodeofmassivemetal is given by
j ¼ j0ðfc  faÞ
1þ j0 fcjL
; (1.1)
8where j, j0 and jL, are the current density, exchange current density,
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10 where bc and ba are the cathodic and anodic Tafel slopes and  is the
11 overpotential. Equation (1.1) is modified for use in electrodeposition
12 of metals by taking cathodic current density and overpotential as
13 positive. Derivation of Eq. (1.1) is performed under assumption that
14 the concentration dependence of j0 can be neglected [1–4].
15 It is known [3] that electrochemical processes on microelectrodes
16 in bulk solution can be under activation control at overpotentials
17 which correspond to the limiting diffusion current density plateau
18 of the macroelectrode. AU2The cathodic limiting diffusion current den-




20 and for steady-state linear diffusion, jL, it is given by
jL ¼ nFDC0d ; (1.5)
21 where n is the number of transferred electrons, F is the Faraday
22 constant, D and C0 are the diffusion coefficient and bulk concentra-
23 tion of the depositing ion, respectively, r is the radius of the spherical
24 microelectrode, and d is the diffusion layer thickness of the macro-






26 An electrode around which the hydrodynamic diffusion layer can
27 be established, being considerably lower than dimensions of it, could
28 be considered as a macroelectrode. An electrode, mainly spherical,
29 whose diffusion layer is equal to the radius of it, satisfying
d  r; (1.7)
30 can be considered as a microelectrode [5].
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31According to Eq. (1.1) for
fc  fa and j0 fc
jL
 1; (1.8)
32the cathodic process on the macroelectrode enters full diffusion
33control, i.e.,
j ffi jL: (1.9)
34Simultaneously, the cathodic current density on the spherical
35microelectrode, jSp, is given by
jSp ¼ j0ðfc  faÞ
1þ j0 fcjL;Sp
(1.10)
36or, because of Eq. (1.6),
jSp ¼ j0ðfc  faÞ
1þ j0jL  rd  fc
(1.11)




38Equation (1.11) can be rewritten in the form
j ¼ j0 fc: (1.13)
39This means that the process on the microelectrode in the bulk
40solution can be under complete activation control at the same over-
41potential at which the same process on the macroelectrode is simul-
42taneously under full diffusion control.1
1 The reversible potential of a surface with radius of curvature rcur would depart
from that of a planar surface by the quantity DEr ¼ 2sV=ðnFrcurÞ, where s is the
interfacial energy between metal and solution, and V is the molar volume of metal
[5]. It is valid at extremely low rcur, being of the order of few millivolts, and it can
be neglected except in some special cases, like the stability of the shape of the tips
of dendrites [5].
1 General Theory of Disperse Metal Electrodeposits Formation
43 The different behavior of macroelectrodes and microelectrodes
44 under the same conditions of electrodeposition causes the disperse
45 deposits formation.
46 Since the paper of Barton and Bockris [5] on the growth of silver
47 dendrites, a lot of papers, chapters, and even books, dealing with
48 electrodeposition of disperse metals were published. The aim of this
49 chapter is to unite the basic statements of the previous contributions
50 in a general all-inclusive theory.
51 1.2 Active Microelectrodes Placed the Inside
52 Diffusion Layer of the Active Macroelectrode
53 1.2.1 Basic Facts
54 Naturally, the microelectrodes can be placed on the macroelectrodes
55 inside their diffusion layers. Let us consider the model of surface
56 irregularities shown in Fig. 1.1. The electrode surface irregularities
Fig. 1.1 Model of a paraboloidal surface protrusion: h is the height of the
protrusion relative to the flat portion of the surface, hs is the corresponding
local side elongation, r is the radius of the protrusion tip, R is the radius of the
protrusion base, d is the thickness of the diffusion layer, and d  h (Reprinted
from [1] with permission from Springer and [6] with permission from Elsevier.)
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57are buried deep in the diffusion layer, which is characterized by a
58steady linear diffusion to the flat portion of the surface [1, 6, 7].
59At the side of an irregularity, the limiting diffusion current density,
60jL,S, is given as
jL;S ¼ nFDC0d hs ¼ jL
d
d hs : (1.14)
61Obviously, this is valid if the protrusion height does not affect the
62outer limit of the diffusion layer and that a possible lateral diffusion flux
63supplying the reacting ions can be neglected. At the tip of an irregular-
64ity, the lateral flux cannot be neglected and the situation can be






67where C* is the concentration of the diffusing species at a distance r
68from the tip, assuming that around the tip a spherical diffusion layer
69having a thickness equal to the radius of the protrusion tip is formed [5].
70Obviously, if R > d the spherical diffusion layer around the tips of
71protrusion cannot be formed and Eq. (1.16) is valid:
jL;tip ¼ nFDC0d h : (1.16)
72If deposition to the macroelectrode is under full diffusion control,
73the distribution of the concentration C inside the linear diffusion
74layer is given by [3]
C ¼ C0 hd ; (1.17)
75where 0  h  d. Hence,
C ¼ C0 hþ rd (1.18)
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76 and




77 because of Eqs. (1.5), (1.15), and (1.18).





79 and substitution of r from Eq. (1.20) in Eq. (1.19) gives











82 Hence for a hemispherical protrusion,
83 If h ¼ R, k ¼ 1
jL;tip ¼ 3jL; (1.24)
84 if h << R, k ! 0
jL;tip ! jL; (1.25)
85 and if R << h, k ! 1
jL;tip ! 1: (1.26)
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86Substituting jL,tip from Eq. (1.22) instead of jL in Eq. (1.1) and
87further rearranging gives
jtip ¼ j0;tipðfc  faÞ
1þ j0 ; tipjL  11þ2k2 fc
; (1.27)
88if j0 around the tip is j0, tip and if the surface energy term [3, 5] can be
89neglected. The current density on the tip of a protrusion, jtip, is deter-
90mined by k, hence by the shape of the protrusion. If k ! 0, jtip ! j
91(see Eq. (1.1)) and if k ! 1, jtip ! j0, tip (fc – fa) > > j. The electro-
92chemical processon the tip of a sharp needle-likeprotrusion canbeunder
93pure activation control outside the diffusion layer of themacroelectrode.
94Inside it, the process on the tip of a protrusion is under mixed control,
95regardless it is under complete diffusion control on the flat part of the
96electrode for k ! 0. If k ¼ 1, hence for hemispherical protrusion, jtip
97will be somewhat larger than j, but the kind of control will not be
98changed. It is important to note that the current density to the tip of
99hemispherical protrusion does not depend on the size of it if k ¼ 1.
100This makes a substantial difference between spherical microelectrodes
101in bulk solution [9] and microelectrodes inside diffusion layer of the
102macroelectrode [3]. In the first case the limiting diffusion current density
103depends strongly on the radius of the microelectrode.
1041.2.2 Physical Illustration
1051.2.2.1 General Observation
106Activation-controlled deposition of copper produces large grains
107with relatively well-defined crystal shapes. This can be explained
108by the fact that the values of the exchange current densities on
109different crystal planes are quite different, whereas the reversible
110potential is approximately the same for all planes [10, 11]. This can
111lead to preferential growth of some crystal planes, because the rate of
112deposition depends only on the orientation, which leads to the for-
113mation of a large-grained rough deposit. However, even at low
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114 degrees of diffusion control, the formation of large, well-defined
115 grains is not to be expected, because of irregular growth caused by
116 mass transport limitations. Hence, the current density which corres-
117 ponds to the very beginning of mixed control (a little larger than this
118 at the end of the Tafel linearity) will be the optimum one for compact
119 metal deposition [12].
120 All the above facts are illustrated in Fig. 1.2 [12].
121 1.2.2.2 Cauliflower-Like Forms
122 It can be seen from Fig. 1.2c that the surface protrusions are globular
123 and cauliflower-like. If the initial electrode surface protrusions are
124 ellipsoidal shape, they can be characterized by the base radius R0 and
125 the height h as shown in Fig. 1.3a.






Fig. 1.2 Copper deposits obtained from 0.10 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4.
Quantity of electricity, Q: 20 mAh cm–2. (a) Activation-controlled deposition:
deposition overpotential, : 90 mV, initial current density: 3.3 mA cm–2; (b) elec-
trodeposition under mixed activation–diffusion control:  ¼ 140 mV, initial
current density: 4.2 mA cm–2, and (c) electrodeposition under dominant diffusion
control:  ¼ 210 mV, initial current density 6.5 mA cm–2 (Reprinted from [7, 10]
with permission from Springer and [12] with permission from Elsevier.)
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127The initial electrode surface protrusion is characterized by h ! 0
128and r ! 1 if R0 6¼ 0. In this situation, a spherical diffusion layer
129cannot be formed around the tip of the protrusion if r < d  h, and
130linear diffusion control occurs, leading to an increase in the height of
131the protrusion relative to the flat surface.
132The rate of growth of the tip of a protrusion for r > d is equal to






jL; tip  jL
 
: (1.29)
135Substituting jL,tip from Eq. (1.16) and jL from Eq. (1.5) in
136Eq. (1.29) and further rearranging gives
Fig. 1.3 Schematic representation of (a) the initial electrode surface protrusion
and (b) the establishment of spherical diffusion layers around independently
growing protrusions. (1) r < (d  h) and r < 1/4 l, spherical diffusion zones
are formed; (2) r < (d  h) and r > 1/4 l, spherical diffusion zones overlap;
(3) r > (d  h), spherical diffusion zones are not formed (Reprinted from [13]
with permission from the Serbian Chemical Society and [7, 10] with permission
from Springer.)












138 When h increases, r decreases, and spherical diffusion control can
139 be operative around the whole surface of protrusion, if it is suffi-
140 ciently far from the other ones, as illustrated by Fig. 1.3b. In this
141 situation, second-generation protrusions can grow inside the diffu-
142 sion layer of first-generation protrusions in the same way as first-
143 generation protrusions grow inside the diffusion layer of the
144 macroelectrode and so on.
145 A cauliflower-like deposit is formed under such conditions, as is
146 shown in Fig. 1.4. It can be seen from Fig. 1.4a that the distance
147 between the cauliflower-like grains is sufficiently large to permit
148 the formation of spherical diffusion zones around each of them.
149 Simultaneously, second-generation protrusions grow in all directions,
150 as shown in Fig. 1.4b, c. This confirms the assumption that the
151 deposition takes place in a spherically symmetric fashion.
152 To a first approximation, the rate of propagation can be taken to be
153 practically the same in all directions, meaning that the cauliflower-
154 type deposit formed by spherically symmetric growth inside the
155 diffusion layer of the macroelectrode will be hemispherical, as is
156 illustrated in Fig. 1.4a–c.
157 This type of protrusion is much larger than that formed by linearly
158 symmetric growth inside the diffusion layer of the macroelectrode
159 (Fig. 1.4a–c).
160 This is because a spherical diffusion layer cannot be formed
161 around closely packed protrusions, their diffusion fields overlap and
162 they grow in the diffusion layer of the macroelectrode.
163 If spherical diffusion layer can be established around the tip of a
164 protrusion the limiting diffusion current to the tip is given by
165 Eq. (1.19) or by
jL;tip ¼ jL h
r
(1.32)






168It can also be seen from Figs. 1.4c, d and 1.5 that the growth of such
169protrusions produces carrot-like forms, another typical form obtained
170in copper deposition under mixed activation–diffusion control. This
171happens under the condition k << 1, when spherical diffusion
Fig. 1.4 Copper deposits obtained from 0.30 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4 by
electrodeposition under mixed activation–diffusion control. Deposition
overpotential: 220 mV (a) Quantity of electricity: 40 mAh cm–2; (b) The same
as in (a), and (c) and (d) quantity of electricity: 20 mAh cm–2 (Reprinted from [7,
10] with permission from Springer and [13] with permission from the Serbian
Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 1.5 Copper deposits obtained from 0.30 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4 by
electrodeposition under mixed activation–diffusion control. Deposition
overpotential: 220mV. Quantity of electricity (a) 10mAh cm–2; (b) 40mAh cm–2;
(c) 20 mAh cm–2; (d) the root of the carrot from (c); and (e) 10 mAh cm–2
(Reprinted from [7, 10] with permission from Springer and [14] with permission
from the Serbian Chemical Society.)
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172control takes place only around the tip of the protrusion, as is illustrated
173in Fig. 1.5. In this case, Eq. (1.27) can be rewritten in the form:
jtip ¼ j0;tipðfc  faÞ; (1.34)
174meaning that deposition on the protrusion tip can be under pure
175activation control at overpotentials lower than the critical one for
176the initiation of dendritic growth.
177This happens if the nuclei have a shape like that in Fig. 1.5.
178The assumption that the protrusion tip grows under activation control
179is confirmed by the regular crystallographic shape of the tip [14] just
180as in the case of grains growing on the macroclectrode under activa-
181tion control (see Fig. 1.2a).
182The maximum growth rate at a given overpotential corresponds to
183activation-controlled deposition. As a result, the propagation rate at
184the tip will be many times larger than that in other directions, resulting
185in protrusions like that in Fig. 1.5b. The final form of the carrot-like
186protrusion is shown in Fig. 1.5c. It can be concluded from the
187parabolic shape that such protrusions grow as moving paraboloids
188in accordance with the Barton–Bockris theory [5], the tip radius
189remaining constant because of the surface energy effect. It can be
190concluded from Fig. 1.5d that thickening of such a protrusion is under
191mixed activation–diffusion control because the deposit is seen to be
192of the same quality as that on the surrounding macroelectrode sur-
193face. It can be seen from Fig. 1.5e that activation control takes place
194only at the very tip of the protrusion.
1951.2.3 The Essence of Dendritic Deposits Formation
196Two phenomena seem to distinguish dendritic from carrot-like
197growth [15–17]:
1981. A certain well-defined critical overpotential value appears to exist
199below which dendrites do not grow.
2002. Dendrites exhibit a highly ordered structure and grow and branch
201in well-defined directions. According to Wranglen [18], a dendrite
202is a skeleton of a monocrystal and consists of a stalk and branches,
203thereby resembling a tree.
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204 It is known that dendritic growth occurs selectively at three types
205 of growth sites [16]:
206 1. Dendritic growth occurs at screw dislocations. Sword-like
207 dendrites with pyramidal tips are formed by this process [3, 16].
208 2. Many investigations of the crystallographic properties of
209 dendrites have reported the existence of twin structures [19–21].
210 In the twinning process, a so-called indestructible reentrant
211 groove is formed. Repeated one-dimensional nucleation in the
212 groove is sufficient to provide for growth extending in the direc-
213 tion defined by the bisector of the angle between the twin
214 plants [16].
215 3. It is a particular feature of a hexagonal close-packed lattice that
216 growth along a high-index axis does not lead to the formation of
217 low index planes. Grooves containing planes are perpetuated and
218 so is the chance for extended growth by the one-dimensional
219 nucleation mechanism [22].
220 In all the above cases, the adatoms are incorporated into the
221 lattice by repeated one-dimensional nucleation. On the other hand,
222 deposition to the tip of screw dislocations can be theoretically
223 considered as deposition to a point; in the other two cases, the
224 deposition is to a line.
225 From the electrochemical point of view, a dendrite can be defined
226 as an electrode surface protrusion that grows under activation or
227 mixed control, while deposition to the flat part of the electrode
228 surface is under complete diffusion control [3, 4, 8, 15].
229 Considering the model of surface irregularities shown in Fig. 1.1,
230 the surface irregularities are buried deep in the diffusion layer, which
231 is characterized by a steady linear diffusion to the flat portion of
232 completely active surface.
233 If the protrusion does not affect the outer limit of the diffusion
234 layer, i.e., if d  h, the limiting diffusion current density to the tip of
235 the protrusion from Fig. 1.1, jL,tip, is given by
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236Substitution of jL,tip from Eq. (1.19) into Eq. (1.1) produces for
237h/r > > 1:
jtip ¼ j0;tip fc  fað Þ; (1.34)
238where j0,tip is the exchange current density at the tip of a protrusion.
239Obviously, deposition to the tip of such protrusion inside the
240diffusion layer is activation-controlled relative to the surrounding
241electrolyte, but it is under mixed activation–diffusion control relative
242to the bulk solution.
243If deposition to the flat part of electrode is a diffusion-controlled
244process and assuming a linear concentration distribution inside diffu-
245sion layer, the concentration Ctip at the tip of a protrusion can be
246given by modified AU3Eq. (1.17b) [3]
Ctip ¼ C0 hd : (1.17b)
247According to Newman [23] the exchange current density at the tip
248of a protrusion is given by





x ¼ d log j0
d logC0
(1.36)
250and j0 is the exchange current density for a surface concentration C0
251equal to that in the bulk,
252or
j0;tip ¼ j0 hd
 x
(1.37)
253because of Eq. (1.17a).
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254 Taking into account Eq. (1.34), the current density to the tip of a
255 protrusion is then given by
jtip ¼ j0 hd
 x
ðfc  faÞ (1.38)
256 being under mixed control due to the (h/d)x term, which takes into
257 account the concentration dependence of j0,tip, expressing in this way
258 a mixed-controlled electrodeposition process.
259 Outside the diffusion layer h  d, Eq. (1.38) becomes
jtip ¼ j0 fc  fað Þ; (1.39)
260 indicating pure activation control, as the (h/d)x term is absent.
261 For the dendrite growth, the current density to the tip of a protru-
262 sion formed on the flat part of the electrode surface growing inside
263 the diffusion layer should be larger than the corresponding limiting
264 diffusion current density [24]. Hence,
jL<jtip; (1.40)
265 the protrusion grows as a dendrite.
266 In accordance with Eq. (1.40), instantaneous dendrite growth is
267 possible at overpotentials larger than some critical value, c, which











269 and minimum overpotential at which dendritic growth is still possi-








271 for fc  fa, where h and d are the protrusion height and the diffusion
272 layer thickness, respectively. For very fast processes, when


















275meaning that in the case of ohmic-controlled reactions, dendritic
276growth can be expected at very low overpotentials, or better to say,
277if j0 ! 1, instantaneous dendritic growth is possible at all over-
278potentials if only mass transfer limitations are taken into consideration.
279In fact, dendrite propagation under such conditions is under diffu-





281where s is the interfacial energy between metal and solution and V is
282the molar volume of the metal, and minimum overpotential at which





284Hence, a critical overpotential for initiation dendritic growth is also
285expected in such cases, being of the order of fewmillivolts [15, 17, 24].
2861.3 Polarization Curves
2871.3.1 The Polarization Curve Equation for Partially
288Covered Inert Electrode
289A mathematical model can be derived under the assumption that
290the electrochemical process on the microelectrodes inside the diffu-
291sion layer of a partially covered inert macroelectrode is under activa-
292tion control, despite the overall rate being controlled by the diffusion
293layer of the macroelectrode [6, 25]. The process on the microelectrodes
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294 decreases the concentration of the electrochemically active ions on the
295 surfaces of the microelectrodes inside the diffusion layer of the macro-
296 electrode, and the zones of decreased concentration around them
297 overlap, giving way to linear mass transfer to an effectively planar
298 surface [26]. Assuming that the surface concentration is the same on the
299 total area of the electrode surface, under steady-state conditions, the
300 current density on the whole electrode surface, j, is given by
j ¼ nFDðC0  CSÞ
d
; (1.47)
301 where n is the number of transferred electrons, F is the Faraday
302 constant, and D is the diffusion coefficient of the reacting ion.
303 Obviously, the current density from Eq. (1.47) is due to the difference
304 in the bulk, C0, and surface concentration, CS, of the reactive ion.






307 where j0,S is the exchange current density for a surface
308 concentration CS.
309 The current density on the macroelectrode can also be written as
j ¼ Swj0 CS
C0
 x
ðfc  faÞ; (1.49)
310 assuming a reversible activation-controlled electrode process on the
311 hemispherical active microelectrodes on an inert substrate, where Sw
312 is the active surface per square centimeter of the macroelectrode, and
313 j0 is the exchange current density on the massive active electrode,
314 standardized to the apparent electrode surface.
315 The current densities given by Eqs. (1.47) and (1.49) are mutually
316 equal and substitution of CS/C0 from Eq. (1.47) into Eq. (1.49) gives
j ¼ Swj0 1 j
jL
 x
ðfc  faÞ: (1.50)
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317Different forms of polarization curve equation were discussed in
318detail [25] and this form was chosen for digital simulation. The use of
319any other form of the polarization curve equation will give some
320similar results.
3211.3.2 Calculated Polarization Curves When Ohmic
322Potential Drop Is Not Included
323The shape of polarization curves can be estimated by digital simula-
324tion [6]. It will be performed for example for one-electron transfer
325process and b ¼ 0.5 and x ¼ 0.5. In all cases the apparent current
326density is standardized to the apparent surface of modified electrode.
327Using Eq. (1.50) with x ¼ 0.5 and j0/jL ¼ 100, 1, and 0.01,
328Sw ¼ 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, and fc ¼ 10

120 and fa ¼
32910

120, the diagrams presented in Fig. 1.6 are obtained. The current
330density–overpotential dependence above each set of polarization
331curves corresponds to Sw ¼ 1. It follows from Fig. 1.6 that for
332large values of j0,eff/jL, electrochemical polarization can probably
333be neglected and that complete ohmic control of the deposition
334process can be expected, for j0,eff/jL  100 up to a current density
335about 0.95 jL and for j0,eff/jL ¼ 0.5 for current densities lower
336than 0.3 jL.
337As told earlier, the shape of polarization curves does not depend
338strongly on Sw at large j0/jL ratios. At lower ones the important effect
339arises.
3401.3.3 Calculated Polarization Curves with Included
341Ohmic Potential Drop
342The polarization curves for the electrodeposition process which
343include the ohmic voltage drop can be obtained as follows, assuming
344Sw ¼ 1 in all cases [25, 27]. This will be performed for a one-
345electron transfer process and b ¼ 0.5, meaning x ¼ 0.5 [6].
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346 Using Eq. (1.50) with x ¼ 0.5 and j0/jL ¼ 100, 10, 1, and 0.01,
347 fc ¼ 10 120, fa ¼ 10 120, and jL ¼ 50 mA cm2, the dependences
348 presented by the dashed line in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8 are obtained. The
349 ohmic potential drop is not included in the calculated polarization
350 curves depicted in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8 by the dashed line. It follows
351 from Figs. 1.7 and 1.8 that for large values of j0/jL, electrochemical
352 polarization can probably be neglected but mass transfer limitations
353 are present in all cases, which can also be shown by differentiation
354 of Eq. (1.1).
355 On the other hand, the measured value of overpotential, m, is
356 given by




Fig. 1.6 Dependences j/jL   calculated from Eq. (1.50), using j0/jL ¼ 100, 1,
and 0.01, Sw ¼ 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, fc ¼ 10 120, fa ¼ 10 120, and
x ¼ 0.5 (Reprinted from [6] with permission from Elsevier and [25] with permis-
sion from Springer.)
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357due to the IR error [28], where L is the length of the electrolyte
358column between the tip of a liquid capillary and the electrode and k is
359the specific conductivity of the electrolyte.
360For a 1 M solution of a typical fully dissociated electrolyte, the
361value of k is around 0.1 S cm1, L can be taken as 0.2 cm and
362jL ¼ 50 mA cm2. Using these given values, as well as k ¼ 0.033 S
363cm1, Eq. (1.51), and the diagrams presented in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8 by
364the dashed line, polarization curves including the ohmic potential
365drop can be obtained, as shown in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8 by the solid line.
366In the case under consideration, complete ohmic control of the
367deposition process can be expected for j0/jL  100 up to a current
368density about 0.95jL (Fig. 1.7). It is obvious from Figs. 1.7 and 1.8
369that, regardless of the shape of the polarization curve which depends
Fig. 1.7 The dependence j   calculated using Eq. (1.50), j0/jL ¼ 100,
fc ¼ 10 120, fa ¼ 10 120, x ¼ 0.5, Sw ¼ 1, and jL ¼ 50 mA cm2, and one modified
using Eq. (1.51), L ¼ 0.2 cm, k ¼ 0.1 S cm–1 (Reprinted from [27] with permis-
sion from Elsevier and [25] with permission from Springer.)
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370 on the j0/jL ratio and k, a limiting diffusion current density plateau is
371 present in all cases.
372 It can be noticed that before the increase of the current density,
373 over the value of the limiting diffusion one, the first part of the
374 polarization curve for silver deposition from nitrate solution [6] has
375 practically the same shape as that from Fig. 1.7 and that those from
376 Fig. 1.8 are very similar to the ones for Cd and Cu deposition [29].
377 The value of j0 for Ag deposition is very large [30]. In the cases of
378 both Cd [31] and Cu [32] deposition, j0 is considerably lower than in
379 the case of Ag deposition.
380 The increase in the current density over the limiting diffusion
381 current in the absence of some other electrochemical process
382 indicates a decrease of the mass transport limitations, due to initiation
383 of growth of dendrites and further dendritic growth.
Fig. 1.8 The dependences j   calculated using Eq. (1.50), j0/jL ¼ 1 and 0.01,
fc ¼ 10 120, fa ¼ 10 120, x ¼ 0.5, Sw ¼ 1, and jL ¼ 50 mA cm2, and ones
modified using Eq. (1.51), L ¼ 0.2 cm, k ¼ 0.1 S cm–1 (Reprinted from [27]
with permission from Elsevier and [25] with permission from Springer.)
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3841.3.4 Polarization Curves Measured
385for Different j0/jL Ratios
386The polarization curves for nickel, copper, and cadmium deposition
387are shown in Fig. 1.9, while corresponding Tafel plots and the results
388of linear polarization experiments are given in [33]. The limiting
389diffusion currents in all cases are practically the same, but the
390exchange current densities (given in Table 1.1) are very different.



















Fig. 1.9 Polarization curve for cadmium (open square), copper (open circle) and
nickel (open triangle) depositions (Reprinted from [33] with permission from the
Serbian Chemical Society.)
t1:1Table 1.1 The exchange current density and jL/j0 ratios for Cd, Cu, and Ni
deposition processes
Metal j0 (A cm
–2) jL/j0 t1:2
Cadmium 1.5 
 10–3 3.0 t1:3
Copper 3.2 
 10–4 14.4 t1:4
Nickel 1.6 
 10–9 2.9 
 106 t1:5
t1:6Reprinted from [33] with permission from Serbian Chemical Society and [15]
with permission from Springer
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391 The shape of polarization curves is qualitatively in accordance
392 with polarization curves presented in Figs. 1.6–1.8 due to the differ-
393 ent j0/jL ratios.
394 1.4 Dendritic Growth Initiation Inside Diffusion
395 Layer of the Macroelectrode
396 1.4.1 Ohmic-Controlled Deposition
397 The initiation of dendritic growth is followed by an increase of the
398 deposition current density, and the overall current density will be
399 larger than the limiting diffusion current on a flat active electrode.
400 Based on the above discussion, the polarization curve equation in
401 the ohmic-controlled electrodeposition of metals can be determined
402 now by [27]
j ¼ k
L
for 0  < jL Lk ; (1.52a)











; for c  ; (1.52c)
403 where N ¼ N(t) is the number of dendrites and y ¼ y(t)  1, where
404 y is the flat part of the electrode surface.
405 Equation (1.52a) describes the linear part of the polarization curves
406 for tin [34], silver [6] and lead [35] deposition, and Eq. (1.52b)
407 foresees the inflection point in the cases when c is low and the
408 resistance of the electrolyte is large. Finally, Eq. (1.52c) describes
409 the part of the polarization curve after initiation of dendrite growth.
410 The exchange current density of the silver reaction in nitrate
411 electrolytes is sufficiently large to permit ohmic-controlled deposi-
412 tion, as well as dendritic growth at low overpotentials [30].
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413After a linear increase of the deposition current density with increas-
414ing overpotential, an exponential increase after the inflection point
415appears, meaning the elimination of mass transfer limitations due to
416the initiation of dendritic growth. Thus, instead of a limiting diffusion
417current density plateau, a curve inflection point or a short inclined
418plateau can be expected on the polarization curve in ohmic-controlled
419electrodeposition of metals, as observed.
420The polarization curve for silver electrodeposition from nitrate
421solution, 0.50 M AgNO3 in 0.20 M HNO3, onto a graphite electrode
422is shown in Fig. 1.10. The overpotential was increased from the
423initial to the final value and held for 30 s before measurement in all
424cases during the polarization measurements. The polarization curve
425in Fig. 1.10 means that mass transfer limitations were decreased or
426even eliminated. The SEM photomicrographs of the deposit
427corresponding to the points from Fig. 1.10 are shown in Fig. 1.11.
428It can be seen from Figs. 1.10 and 1.11a that at an overpotential of
429100 mV, only grains [27] can be seen, which means that the deposi-
430tion was not under diffusion control. It follows from Figs. 1.10 and
4311.11b that deposition at an overpotential of 125 mV is still out of
Fig. 1.10 The polarization curve for silver electrodeposition from nitrate solu-
tion on a graphite electrode (Reprinted from [27] with permission from Elsevier
and [36] with permission from Springer.)
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Fig. 1.11 The SEM photomicrographs of the silver deposit obtained on a graph-
ite electrode obtained after the recording of the current at different overpotentials
in polarization measurements (a) 100 mV; (b) 125 mV; (c) 150 mV; (d) 175 mV;
(e) 200 mV; and (f) 225 mV (Reprinted from [27] with permission from Elsevier
and [36] with permission from Springer.)
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432diffusion control. At 150 mV, the current density is somewhat lower
433than that which could be expected from the linear dependence of
434current on overpotential. This indicates the initiation of diffusion
435control of the deposition process, but also the initiation of dendrite
436growth, which compensates the mass transfer limitations, as can be
437seen from Figs. 1.10 and 1.11c. The point corresponding to an
438overpotential of 150 mV can be considered as the inflection point
439of the polarization curve in Fig. 1.10.
440At overpotentials larger than 175 mV, the current density is
441considerably larger than the one expected from the linear dependence
442of current on overpotential. The formation of dendritic deposits
443(Fig. 1.11d–f) confirms that the deposition was dominantly under
444activation control. Thus, the elimination of mass transport limitations
445in the ohmic-controlled electrodeposition of metals is due to the
446initiation of dendritic growth at overpotentials close to that at
447which complete diffusion control of the process on the flat part of
448the electrode surface occurs.
449It is necessary to note that the silver deposits shown in Fig. 1.11d–f
450are not similar to ideal silver dendrites [18], but they behave as
451dendritic ones in regard to their electrochemical properties. Hence,
452they can be considered as degenerate dendritic deposits.
453Occasionally, the needle-like dendrites can also be formed.
4541.4.2 Ohmic-Diffusion and Activation–Diffusion
455Controlled Deposition
456In these cases the dendritic growth starts at overpotentials larger than
457the one which corresponds to the beginning of the limiting diffusion
458current density plateau [15, 17].
459There is an induction period before the initiation of dendritic growth
460[5]. During this induction period, dendrite precursors are formed and
461become sufficiently high to satisfy Eq. (1.41) at a given overpotential,
462as illustrated in Figs. 1.12 and 1.13. The cross-like grains seen in
463Fig. 1.12a, b further develop into dendrite precursors (Fig. 1.12a, c).
464The propagation of this structure by branching (Fig. 1.12d)
465produces dendrites as shown in Fig. 1.12e.
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Fig. 1.12 SEM micrographs of copper deposits obtained by deposition from
0.30 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4 onto a copper wire electrode. Deposition
overpotential: 550 mV. Quantity of electricity: (a) 2 mAh cm2; (b) 2 mAh cm–2;
(c) 5 mAh cm–2; (d) 10 mAh cm–2, and (e) 10 mAh cm–2 (Reprinted from [37]
with permission from the Serbian Chemical Society and [15, 17] with permission
from Springer.)
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466On the other hand, lighter-like precursors from Fig. 1.13a develop
467in 2D dendrites, as shown in Fig. 1.13c.
468The initiation of dendritic growth is followed by a change in the
469slope of the current density–time curves [15–17], indicating a change
470in the growth mechanism of the deposit.
471The slopes of these dependences are similar to one another and
472independent of the deposition overpotential during the nondendritic
473amplification of the surface-coarsening according to Eq. (1.31).
474The change of the slope of the current–time dependences due to
475the dendritic growth initiation will be treated here in somewhat
476simplified way.
477The limiting diffusion current density to the elevated points of a
478surface protrusion, jL,e, is given by
jL;e ¼ nFDC0d h (1.53)
479and
jL ¼ nFDC0d (1.5)
480to the flat part of the electrode.
Fig. 1.13 The cadmium deposits obtained by deposition from 0.10 M CdSO4 in
0.50 M H2SO4 onto a cadmium electrode. Deposition overpotential: 50 mV.
Deposition times (a) 2 min; (b) 2 min, and (c) 10 min (Reprinted from [38]
with permission from Elsevier and [39] with permission from Springer.)
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481 The limiting diffusion current density will then be given by







d hi ; (1.54)
482 where y is the flat part of electrode surface, N is the number of
483 elevated points on the electrode surface, and hi changes with time
484 according to Eq. (1.55):





485 which is somewhat modified Eq. (1.31).
486 It is obvious that djL dt= does not depend on overpotential.
487 After initiation of dendritic growth, the slopes become dependent on
488 the overpotential. A dendrite is a surface protrusion growing under
489 mixed or activation control, while deposition to the flat part of the
490 electrode surface is under complete diffusion control. The overpotential
491  and current density jtip on the tip of a dendrite are related by
jtip ¼ j0 hd fc (1.56)
492 for fc > > fa, and Eq. (1.52c) can be rewritten in the form








dt in this case depends on overpotential.
494 Hence, the maximum overpotential at which the slope of the
495 apparent current density–time dependence remains constant and
496 equal to that in nondendritic amplification of the surface roughness
497 corresponds to i. The minimum overpotential at which this slope
498 cannot be recorded corresponds to c.
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499In this way i and c can be estimated. It is known that the j–t
500dependences are different from case to case owing to different
501mechanisms of dendritic growth initiation and dendritic growth
502[15]. As a result of this, the analytical approach to the determination
503of i and c must be specific for each system under consideration; the
504procedure for one particular case is as follows.
505Typical log (current)–time dependences obtained for copper depo-
506sition from 0.20 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4 at overpotentials
507belonging to the limiting diffusion current plateau are shown in
508Fig. 1.14. According to the above discussion, it is clear that the
Fig. 1.14 log I as a function of time for copper deposition (Reprinted from [15,
24, 40] with permission from Springer.)
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509 intersection points of the two linear dependencies determines the
510 induction time of dendritic growth initiation [24].
511 The induction times for dendritic growth initiation extracted from
512 the graphs in Fig. 1.14 can be presented as a function of over-
513 potential, and the critical overpotential for instantaneous dendritic
514 growth can be obtained by extrapolation to zero induction time.
515 The critical overpotential of dendritic growth initiation can be
516 determined by plotting the logarithm of the slopes of the straight
517 lines from Fig. 1.14 as a function of overpotential, and the intersec-
518 tion point of the two straight lines determines i. A similar procedure
519 was followed for the deposition of cadmium from 0.10 M CdSO4 in
520 0.50 M H2SO4.
521 The cross sections of the copper and cadmium deposits obtained at
522  < i, i <  < c, and  > c are shown in Figs. 1.15a–c and
523 1.16a–c, respectively. It can be seen that there is no dendrite forma-
524 tion when  < i, both compact and dendritic deposits are formed
525 when i <  < c and only dendritic metal is deposited when
526  > c. This is in perfect agreement with findings of Calusaru [41]
527 for the morphology of deposits of the same metals deposited at
528 overpotentials corresponding to full diffusion control.
529 The i and c of 260 mV and 660 mV for copper deposition (lower
530 j0 value) and 27 mV and 110 mV for cadmium deposition (larger j0
531 value) are successfully determined using the above given procedure,
532 being in perfect agreement with experimental findings as can be seen
533 from Figs. 1.15 and 1.16 [24, 29, 40].
534 The shapes of the polarization curves presented in Figs. 1.15 and
535 1.16 are in accordance with values of the exchange current density to
536 the limiting diffusion current density ratios.
537 It is known [40] that, apart from decreasing the concentration of
538 the depositing ion, the formation of a dendritic deposit can also be
539 enhanced by increasing the concentration of the supporting electro-
540 lyte, increasing the viscosity of the solution, decreasing the temper-
541 ature, and decreasing the velocity of motion of the solution.
542 Practically, all the above facts can be explained by Eqs. (1.42)
543 and (1.44), assuming that a decrease in i means enhanced dendrite
544 formation because of the lower electrical work required to produce
545 the dendrites. The possibility of obtaining dendrites of Pb [42] and
546 Sn [43] from aqueous solutions at lower overpotentials than
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547required for the formation of dendrites of Ag from aqueous
548solutions can also be explained by Eq. (1.46) owing to the much
549lower melting points of these metals, i.e., their lower surface energy
550at room temperature. Dendrites of silver can be obtained from
551molten salts at overpotentials of a few millivolts [5], as in the case
552of Pb and Sn deposition from aqueous solutions [42, 43], because
553the difference between the melting point of silver and the working
554temperature for deposition from molten salts is not very different
555from the difference between the melting point of lead or tin and
556room temperature. On the other hand, dendrites grow from screw
Fig. 1.15 Polarization curve for the potentiostatic deposition of copper from
0.20 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4 and the cross sections of copper deposits
obtained on copper wire electrodes previously plated with nickel (a)
overpotential: 200 mV, deposition time: 6 h; (b) overpotential: 300 mV, deposi-
tion time: 5 h, and (c) overpotential: 700 mV, deposition time: 2 min (Reprinted
from [24, 29, 40] with permission from Springer and copied by permission from
the “Electrochemistry Encyclopedia” (http://electrochem.cwru.edu/ed/encycl/)
on 04/25/2007. The original material is subject to periodical changes and
updates.)
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557 dislocation and nuclei of higher indices or twinned ones only
558 [15–17]. The probability of formation of such nuclei increases
559 with increasing overpotential [44], and AU4i can also be defined as
560 the overpotential at which they are formed. Regardless of this,
561 Eqs. (1.42), (1.44), and (1.46) illustrate well the effect of different
562 parameters on the initiation of dendritic growth.
563 It is obvious that the electrochemical conditions, as well as the
564 crystallographic ones, under which dendritic deposits are formed can
565 be precisely determined. One problem that still seems to remain
566 unsolved is the question what causes the dendrite precursors to
567 appear at regularly spaced locations along the dendrite stem. Further
568 investigations in this direction are necessary.
Fig. 1.16 Polarization curve for the potentiostatic deposition of cadmium from
0.10 M CdSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4 and the cross sections of cadmium deposits
obtained on copper wire electrode (a) overpotential: 20 mV, deposition time: 8 h;
(b) overpotential: 40 mV, deposition time: 2 h, and (c) overpotential: 120 mV,
deposition time: 9 min (Reprinted from [24, 29, 40] with permission from
Springer.)
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5691.5 Inhibition of Dendritic Growth by Vigorous
570Hydrogen Codeposition (Formation
571of the Honeycomb-Like Structures)
572Honeycomb-like structures are formed by electrochemical deposition
573processes at high current densities and overpotentials, where parallel
574to copper electrodeposition hydrogen evolution reaction occurs.
575Hydrogen evolution responsible for the formation of this type of
576structure is vigorous enough to cause such stirring of the solution
577leading to the change of the hydrodynamic conditions in the near-
578electrode layer [45].
579Figure 1.17 shows the polarization curve for electrodeposition of
580copper from 0.15 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4. The plateau of the
581limiting diffusion current density corresponds to the range of
582overpotentials between 350 and 750 mV. Hydrogen evolution, as
583the second reaction, commences at some overpotential belonging to
584the plateau of the limiting diffusion current density, and increasing
585overpotential intensifies hydrogen evolution reaction. For this copper
586solution, hydrogen evolution commences at an overpotential of
587680 mV [45]. At some overpotential outside the plateau of the














 0.15 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4
Fig. 1.17 Polarization curve for the cathodic process of copper deposition from
0.15 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M H2SO4. Temperature: 18.0  1.0C (Reprinted from
[45] with permission from Elsevier and [46] with permission from Springer.)
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588 limiting diffusion current density, hydrogen evolution becomes vig-
589 orous enough leading to change hydrodynamic conditions in the
590 near-electrode layer [45]. The quantity of evolved hydrogen was
591 quantified by the determination of the average current efficiency for
592 hydrogen evolution reaction, I,av(H2), and the values obtained at
593 overpotentials belonging to the plateau of the limiting diffusion
594 current density (550 and 700 mV), as well as those obtained outside
595 this plateau (800 and 1,000 mV), are given in Table 1.2.
596 The typical morphologies of copper deposits obtained at
597 overpotentials belonging to the plateau of the limiting diffusion cur-
598 rent density are shown in Fig. 1.18. Cauliflower-like agglomerates of
599 copper grains were formed at an overpotential of 550mV, where there
600 was no hydrogen evolution (Fig. 1.18a). Very branchy copper
601 dendrites were formed at an overpotential of 700mV,where hydrogen
602 evolution was very small, and corresponded to the average current
603 efficiency of hydrogen evolution of about 2.0% (Fig. 1.18b) [45].
t2:1 Table 1.2 The average current efficiency of hydrogen evolution, I,av(H2) (%),
obtained at overpotentials of 500, 700, 800, and 1,000 mV
Overpotential,  (mV) 550 700 800 1,000t2:2
The average current efficiency of
hydrogen evolution, I,av(H2) (%)
0 1.97 10.8 30.0t2:3
t2:4 Reprinted from [45] with permission from Elsevier and [46] with permission from
Springer
Fig. 1.18 Copper deposits electrodeposited from 0.15 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M
H2SO4 at overpotentials of (a) 550 mV and (b) 700 mV. The quantity of
electricity: 10 mAh cm2 (Reprinted from [45, 47] with permission from Elsevier
and [46] with permission from Springer.)
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604Morphologies of copper deposits obtained at overpotentials of 800
605and 1,000 mVwhich were about 50 and 250mV outside the plateau of
606the limiting diffusion current density are shown in Fig. 1.19. In both
607cases holes formed by attached hydrogen bubbles (Fig. 1.19a, c)
608surrounded by agglomerates of copper grains (Fig. 1.19b, d) were
609obtained. It is necessary to note that the number of holes formed at an
610overpotential of 1,000 mV (Fig. 1.19c) was larger than the number of
611holes formed at an overpotential of 800 mV (Fig. 1.19a). It is under-
612standably due to more vigorous hydrogen evolution at 1,000 mV
613(I,av(H2) ¼ 30.0%) than at 800 mV (I,av(H2) ¼ 10.8%) [45].
614These copper deposits are the typical honeycomb-like structures,
615and the concept of “effective overpotential” was proposed to explain
616their formation.
Fig. 1.19 Copper deposits electrodeposited from 0.15 M CuSO4 in 0.50 M
H2SO4 at overpotentials of (a) and (b) 800 mV and (c) and (d) 1,000 mV. The
quantity of electricity: 10 mAh cm2 (Reprinted from [45, 47] with permission
from Elsevier and [46] with permission from Springer.)
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617 It is known that the hydrogen evolution effects onto the
618 hydrodynamic conditions inside the electrochemical cell [48–50].
619 The increase in hydrogen evolution rate leads to the decrease of the
620 diffusion layer thickness and hence to the increase of limiting
621 diffusion current density of electrode processes. It was shown [48]
622 that if the rate of gas evolution at the electrode is larger than
623 100 cm3/cm2 min (> 5 A/cm2), the diffusion layer becomes only a
624 few micrometers thick. It is also shown [47] that a coverage of an
625 electrode surface with gas bubbles can be about 30%. If the thick-
626 ness of the diffusion layer in conditions of natural convection is
627 ~5 
 102 cm and in strongly stirred electrolyte ~5
103 cm [51],
628 it is clear that gas evolution is the most effective way of the
629 decrease of mass transport limitations for electrochemical processes
630 in mixed activation–diffusion control.
631 For electrochemical process in mixed activation–diffusion con-
632 trol, the overpotential  and the current density j are related by












634 The first term in Eq. (1.58) corresponds to the activation part of
635 deposition overpotential and the second one is due to the mass
636 transfer limitations. If one and the same process occurs under two
637 different hydrodynamic conditions, characterized by two different
638 values of the limiting diffusion current densities jL,1 and jL,2,
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641where 1 and 2 and j1 and j2 are the corresponding values of
642overpotentials and current densities. The same degree of diffusion







j2 ¼ j1 jL; 2
jL;1
(1.62)

















647and if Eq. (1.59) is taken into account









649to obtain the same degree of diffusion control in two hydrodynamic
650conditions, Eq. (1.64) must be satisfaied, meaning that
2>1: (1.66)
651In the absence of strong hydrogen evolution, the diffusion layer is
652due to the natural convection and does not depend on the overpotential
653of electrodeposition. The vigorous hydrogen evolution changes the
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654 hydrodynamic conditions and decreases the degree of diffusion control.
655 Hence, Eq. (1.64) should be rewritten in the form







656 where 1 becomes the effective overpotential, 1 ¼ eff, related to
657 conditions of natural convection at which there is the same degree of
658 diffusion control as at overpotential 2 with the hydrogen codeposition.
659 Hence, the dendritic growth can be delayed or completely avoided, as
660 can be seen from Fig. 1.19b, d, meaning that there is a really lower
661 degree of diffusion control at overpotentials of 800 and 1,000 mV with
662 the hydrogen codeposition than at an overpotential of 700 mV where
663 the hydrogen codeposition is very small.
664 Anyway, the concept of “effective overpotential” can be
665 summarized as follows: when hydrogen evolution is vigorous
666 enough to change hydrodynamic conditions in the near-electrode
667 layer, then electrodeposition process occurs at some overpotential
668 which is effectively lower than the specified one. This overpotential
669 is denoted by “effective overpotential” of electrodeposition pro-
670 cess. From morphological point of view, it means that morphologies
671 of metal deposits become similar to those obtained at some lower
672 overpotentials where there is no hydrogen evolution or it is very
673 small. More about the formation of the honeycomb-like structure
674 and the concept of “effective overpotential” can be found in [46].
675 The dendritic growth in this system at larger overpotentials is
676 possible by the application of the appropriate pulsating overpotential
677 (PO) regime. For example, the well-developed dendrites were
678 formed with an overpotential amplitude of 1,000 mV, a deposition
679 pulse, tc, of 10 ms, and pause, tp, of 100 ms (the pause to pulse ratio,
680 p, where p ¼ tp/tc ¼ 10), as shown in Fig. 1.20. Dendrites are formed
681 during the overpotential pulses with the average current density of
682 hydrogen evolution in pulsating conditions which was not vigorous
683 enough to cause the change of hydrodynamic conditions in the near-
684 electrode layer [52, 53].
685 In the systems characterized by the strong hydrogen evolution
686 which cause the change of hydrodynamic conditions in the near-
687 electrode layer, the formation of dendrites mainly occurs in sheltered
688 parts of the surface area, such as the bottom of holes (Fig. 1.21) [54].
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Fig. 1.20 The copper dendrites formed by the pulsating overpotential (PO)
regime: deposition pulse of 10 ms, pause duration of 100 ms; deposition time:
18 min; the amplitude overpotential used was 1,000 mV (Reprinted from [52]
with permission from Elsevier and [53] from permission from Springer.)
Fig. 1.21 Cobalt powder particle obtained by electrodeposition from a solution
containing 1 M (NH4)2SO4, 0.7 M NH4OH, and 0.1 M CoSO4 at a constant
current density of 0.5 A cm2 (Reprinted from [54] with permission from
Springer.)
689 1.6 Granular Electrodeposits Formation
690 Metal electrodeposition on inert electrodes begins with the formation
691 of separate growth centers until a continuous or disperse deposit is
692 produced. Once a nucleus of the depositing metal has been formed,
693 the current flowing causes a local deformation of the electric field in
694 the vicinity of the growing center. As a result, an ohmic potential
695 drop occurs along the nucleus-anode direction. Considering the high
696 dependence of the nucleation rate on the overpotential, new nuclei
697 would be expected to form only outside the spatial region around the
698 initial nucleus. In that region the potential difference between the
699 cathode and the electrolyte surpasses some critical value c. Using
700 simple mathematics, one obtains for the radius of the screening zone,
701 rsz, in an ohmic-controlled deposition:
rsz ¼ f UO
UO  c
rN; (1.68)
702 where c is the critical overpotential for nucleation to occur,UO is the
703 ohmic drop between the anode and cathode, f is a numerical factor,
704 and rN is the radius of the nucleus. The radius of the screening
705 zone depends on the value of both UO and c. At a constant c, an
706 increase in UO leads to a decrease in the radius of the screening zone;
707 the same is true if c decreases at constant UO [55].
708 The radius of a nucleation exclusion zone can be calculated on the
709 basis of the following discussion, taking into account the charge
710 transfer overpotential also. If there is a half-spherical nucleus on a
711 flat electrode, the extent of the deviation in the shape of the equipo-
712 tential surfaces which occurs around it depends on the crystallization
713 overpotential, current density, resistivity of the solution, and radius
714 of the nucleus rN. AU5If the distance from the flat part of the substrate
715 surface to the equipotential surface which corresponds to the critical
716 nucleation overpotential, n, is l, then this changes defect to the
717 extent krN, as is presented in Fig. 1.22.
718 Therefore, in this region the current lines deviate from straight
719 lines towards the defect, thus causing an increase in the deposition
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720rate, while in the surrounding region nucleation does not occur, i.e., a
721nucleation exclusion zone is formed. The voltage drop between the
722point from which the deviation occurs and the nucleus surface
723consists of the ohmic drop between these points and the charge
724transfer overpotential at the nucleus solution interface. The nucle-
725ation overpotential includes both the crystallization and charge trans-
726fer (deposition) overpotential:
n ¼ c þ d: (1.69)
727Hence, at the moment when krN become equal to l
krNjr ¼ c; (1.70)
728where j is the current density along the current lines and r is the
729electrolyte resistivity. Hence, when the ohmic drop between the
730deviation point and nucleus surface becomes equal to the crystal-
731lization overpotential, a new nucleation becomes possible on inert
732substrate assuming in both the cases the same charge transfer
733overpotential and the same value of the current density between the
734two symmetrical points on the anode and inert cathode surface and
Fig. 1.22 A schematic representation of the deformation of the current field
around a defect or a grain grown on a foreign substrate. For an explanation of the
symbols see the text (Reprinted from [56] with permission from the Serbian
Chemical Society and [57] with permission of Springer.)
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735 between the same point on the anode and the point at the surface of
736 the earlier formed nucleus.
737 The radius of the nucleation exclusion zone or screening zone, rsz,
738 corresponds to the distance between the edge of a nucleus and the first
739 current line which does not deviate (when krN becomes equal to l).
740 Accordingly, nucleation will occur at distances from the edge of a
741 nucleus equal or larger than rsz, which can be calculated as
rsz ¼ rN
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2k þ 1p  1
 
: (1.71)










743 According to Eq. (1.72), a new nucleation is possible in the
744 vicinity of a nucleus if c ! 0 or j ! 1 or r ! 1.
745 During the cathodic process at low j/j0 the crystallization
746 overpotential is considerably high; with increasing j/j0, however, it
747 decreases rapidly [58]. Hence, for j0 ! 0, it follows that rsz ! 0.
748 Electrodeposits of cadmium, copper, and nickel are shown in
749 Figs. 1.23–1.25, respectively. In the cadmium deposition, boulders
750 were formed by the independent growth of formed nuclei inside
751 zones of zero nucleation. As a result of the high value of j0 the
752 deposition overpotential is low and the crystallization overpotential
753 is relatively large and so the screening zone, according to Eq. (1.72),
754 is relatively large. On the other hand, the nucleation rate is low. This
755 results in the deposits shown in Fig. 1.23. These types of granular
756 electrodeposits are mainly considered as disperse ones. In this chap-
757 ter, only deposits based on dendritic and spongy growth will be
758 treated as disperse ones in more details.
759 In the case of copper, a surface film is practically formed by a
760 smaller quantity of electricity, as seen in Fig. 1.24, due to the lower
761 exchange current density. The value of the deposition overpotential is
762 larger than in the case of cadmium and the crystallization over-
763 potential is lower, resulting in a decrease in the zero nucleation
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Fig. 1.23 Cadmium deposit on a copper substrate obtained at a current density of
1 mA cm–2 from 0.07 M CdSO4 in 0.5 MH2SO4. Deposition overpotential: 15 mV.
Deposition time 1,200 s. Magnification:
2000. (Reprinted from [33] with permis-
sion from the Serbian Chemical Society and [57] with permission of Springer.)
Fig. 1.24 SEM microphotograph of copper deposits on a silver substrate
obtained at a current density of 1 mA cm–2 from 0.07 M CuSO4 in 0.5 M
H2SO4. Deposition overpotential: 60 mV. Deposition time 300 s. Magnification:

5000 (Reprinted from [33] with permission from the Serbian Chemical Society
and [57] with permission of Springer.)
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764 zone radius, and hence a considerably larger nucleation rate. A further
765 decrease in the exchange current density value, as in the case of Ni,
766 leads to the situation shown in Fig. 1.25. A surface film is formed, but
767 it is porous, probably due to hydrogen codeposition.
768 On the other hand, the classical expression for the steady-state
769 nucleation rate, J, is given by [59–61]




770 where K1 and K2 are practically overpotential-independent constants.
771 Equation (1.73) is valid for a number of systems regardless of the
772 value of the exchange current density for the deposition process [59,
773 61]. At one and the same deposition current density, j, decreasing
774 j0 leads to an increasing nucleation rate and decreasing nuclea-
775 tion exclusion zones radii. Hence, the limiting case for nucleation
Fig. 1.25 SEM microphotograph of nickel deposits on a copper substrate
obtained at a current density of 1 mA cm–2 from 0.07 M NiSO4 in 0.5 M
Na2SO4 + 30 g/l H3BO3. pH ¼ 4. Deposition overpotential: 715 mV. Deposition
time: 120 s. Magnification:
5000 (Reprinted from [33] with permission from the
Serbian Chemical Society and [57] with permission of Springer.)
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776exclusion zones can be expected when j/j0 ! 0, and the limiting case
777for active centers when j/j0 ! 1.
778The saturation nucleus density, i.e., the exchange current density
779of the deposition process, strongly affects the morphology of metal
780deposits. At high exchange current densities, the radii of the screen-
781ing zones are large and the saturation nucleus density is low. This
782permits the formation of large, well-defined crystal grains and gran-
783ular growth of the deposit. At low exchange current densities, the
784screening zones radii are low, or equal to zero, the nucleation rate is
785large, and a thin surface film can be easily formed. The saturation
786nucleus density depends also on the deposition overpotential.
787The nucleation law can be written as [62]
N ¼ N0 1 expðAtÞ½ ; (1.74)
788where




789and N0 is the saturation nucleus surface density (nuclei cm
2), being
790dependent on the exchange current density of deposition process and
791the deposition overpotential.
792The overpotential and the current density in activation-controlled







794Therefore, increasing bc and decreasing j0 leads to an increase
795in the deposition overpotential. According to Eq. (1.75), the value
796of A increases with increasing overpotential and decreases with
797decreasing exchange current density. It follows from all available
798data that the former effect is more pronounced resulting in deposits
799with a finer grain size with decreasing value of the exchange current
800density.
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801 1.7 Spongy and Spongy–Dendritic Growth Initiation
802 Inside Diffusion Layer of Microelectrodes
803 1.7.1 Spongy Deposits
804 According to Barton and Bockris [5], if the electrodeposition process
805 on the microelectrode with
r  55 mm (1.77)
806 is under complete diffusion control, a spherical diffusion layer,
807 having a thickness equal to the radius of microelectrode is formed
808 around it [5]. Equation (1.77) is always satisfied if
r  d: (1.78)
809 Hence, it can be expected that the diffusion layer of hemispherical
810 active particles on the inert substrate will not overlap if the distance
811 between centers of the particles is larger than 4r, as illustrated in
812 Fig. 1.26a. The common diffusion layer of the macroelectrode will be
813 formed at larger times.
814 In the case presented in Fig. 1.26b the diffusion layers of the micro-
815 electrodes are not formed and the diffusion layer of the macroelectrode
Fig. 1.26 Schematic presentation of formation of diffusion layer on the inert
electrode covered with active grains. (a) The diffusion layers of macroelectrodes
do not overlap and (b) the diffusion layers of the macroelectrodes overlap
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816is formed as on the massive electrode of active metal. Naturally,
817the initial electrodeposition on the grain from Fig. 1.26a will be
818performed in a spherical symmetry.
819It follows from the previous discussion that this effect can be
820registered in the systems with the large j0 values.
821It follows from Eq. (1.1)
j ¼ j0 fc  fað Þ
1þ j0 fcjL
; (1.1)
822that deposition in systems with low exchange current densities comes
823under full diffusion control at sufficiently large overpotentials.




825deposition will be under complete diffusion control at all over-
826potentials if some other kind of control does not occur (e.g., for silver
827deposition on a well-defined silver crystal grains at a silver electrode
828at low overpotentials, two-dimensional nucleation is the rate-deter-
829mining step) [63].
830At low overpotentials a small number of nuclei are formed and
831they can grow independently. The limiting diffusion current density






834where rN is the radius of the nucleus. Hence, if rN ! 0, the condition
835given by Eq. (1.79) is not satisfied and deposition is under activation
836or mixed control. Pure activation-controlled deposition is, thus, pos-
837sible even at j0  jL on very small electrodes such as nuclei on an
838inert substrate.
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839 An increase in rN leads to a decrease of jL,N, and, at sufficiently
840 large rN, the deposition comes under mixed activation–diffusion
841 control, i.e., when
rN>rc; (1.82)
842 where rc is the radius of a growing nucleus where the process comes
843 under mixed control [7, 64].
844 Under mixed control of the deposition, amplification of the surface
845 irregularities on the growing nucleus occurs, leading to the formation
846 of a spherical agglomerate of filaments. Thereby a spongy deposit is
847 formed. The above reasoning is valid if spherical diffusion control can
848 occur around growing grains, as in the case of cauliflower-like deposit
849 growth. Assuming that around each grain with radius rN, growing
850 under spherical diffusion control, a diffusion layer of the same thick-
851 ness is formed, then the initiation of spongy growth is possible if the




853 Typical spongy electrodeposits are formed during zinc and cad-
854 mium electrodeposition at low overpotentials [7, 64]. Scanning elec-
855 tron microscopy images of zinc deposited at an overpotential of
856 20 mV onto a copper electrode from an alkaline zincate solution
857 are shown in Fig. 1.27.
858 The increase in the number of nuclei formed with increasing
859 deposition time can be seen in Fig. 1.27a, b, and a spongy deposit
860 is formed as can be seen in Fig. 1.27b. The spongy growth takes place
861 on a relatively small number of nuclei, as is shown in Fig. 1.27b, c.
862 The initiation of spongy growth at a fixed overpotential is possible
863 if the condition rN > rc (Eq. (1.82)) is satisfied, which is the case after
864 some time. On the other hand, increasing the deposition time leads to
865 the formation of a larger number of nuclei, and so the condition given
866 by Eq. (83) is not satisfied over a large part of the electrode surface.
867 Regardless of this, the coverage of the electrode surface by spongy
868 deposits increases with increasing deposition time up to full coverage,
869 as can be seen in Fig. 1.27d.
870 Spongy growth can start on the growing nucleus if the conditions
871 given by Eqs. (1.82) and (83) are both satisfied simultaneously.
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872In the first stage of deposition, the formation of nuclei having a
873regular crystal shape can be expected because the deposition is
874activation-controlled. After rc is reached, the system comes under
875mixed control, producing polycrystalline grains like those shown in
876Fig. 1.28a, just as in the case of mixed control of copper deposition
877[12], Fig. 1.2c. In this situation, amplification of the surface irregu-
878larities on the growing grains occurs and spongy growth is initiated.
879An ideal spongy nucleus obtained in a real system is shown in
880Fig. 1.28b which illustrates the above discussion. The agglomerate of
Fig. 1.27 Zinc deposits obtained by deposition at 20 mV from 0.1 M zincate
and 1.0 M KOH solution. Deposition time (a) 10 min; (b) 20 min; (c) 30 min; and
(d) 60 min (Reprinted from [7, 64, 65] with permission from Springer.)
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881 filaments in Fig. 1.27b is obviously formed by further growth of
882 nuclei like that in Fig. 1.28b.
883 Hence, it can be concluded that at low overpotentials the initiation
884 of spongy growth is due to the amplification of surface protrusions
885 directly inside the spherical diffusion layer formed around each
886 independently growing grain, as in the case of the formation of
887 cauliflower deposits. The growth of protrusions in all directions is
888 good proof that the initial stage of deposition on the grain is under
889 spherical diffusion control, while further growth takes place in the
890 diffusion layer of the macroelectrode. In less ideal situations, non-
891 ideal spongy nuclei are formed, which, however, after further depo-
892 sition result in a macroelectrode with the same appearance.
893 1.7.2 Spongy-Dendritic Deposits
894 The limiting diffusion current to the growing nucleus, jL,N, can be




Fig. 1.28 Zinc deposits obtained by deposition at 35 mV from 0.1 M zincate
solution in 1.0 M KOH solution. Deposition time (a) 7 min and (b) 15 min. The
substrate is a copper plane electrode (Reprinted from [66] with permission from
the Serbian Chemical Society and [7, 65] with permission from Springer.)
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896where d is the diffusion layer thickness of the macroelectrode of
897massive metal, and rN is the radius of the growing nucleus. Equation






899where jN is the current density to the growing nucleus. It is obvious
900from Eqs. (1.11) and (1.85) that deposition process on the macro-




902and that at the same overpotential, process on the growing nucleus










905Equations (1.87) and (1.88) are fulfilled in the initial stage of
906electrodeposition to the nuclei of metal formed on the inert substrate
907[67]. In this case the nuclei behave as microelectrodes, because of
908their complete independent growth well before the formation of the
909diffusion layer of the macroelectrode. The radius r0 of the initial




911where s is the interfacial energy between metal and solution and V is
912the molar volume of the metal. The radius of the growing nucleus
913will vary with time according to [69]
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915 because r0 is extremely low.
916 Obviously, Eqs. (1.85), (1.87), (1.90), and (1.91) are only the
917 approximation on growth times, because the effect of surface energy
918 has not been taken into consideration. At larger deposition times
919 they are valid, because the surface energy term at higher value can
920 be neglected [5].
921 An increase in rN leads to a decrease of jL,N, and at sufficiently
922 large rN deposition comes under mixed activation–diffusion control.
923 It can be assumed that this happens at
jN>ujL;N; (1.92)
924 where 0 < u < 1. By combining Eqs. (1.85) and (1.92) one obtains
rc;N 	 jLud
j0 fcð1 kÞ ; (1.93)
925 where rc,N is the radius of the growing nucleus when the process
926 comes under mixed or spherical diffusion control. According to
927 Barton and Bockris [5] the diffusion layer around such grain forms
928 very fast. The further combination of Eqs. (1.91) and (1.93) gives the




Vf 2c ð1 uÞ
: (1.94)
930 For sufficiently high overpotentials Eqs. (1.93) and (1.94) can be













933for u ¼ 0.2.
934At r < rc,N and t < ti the deposition on the growing grain is under
935activation control.
936Hence, if rN > rc,N, the spherical diffusion layer around micro-
937electrode can be formed. This is the condition for deposition in
938spherical diffusion control.
939The nucleus of spongy deposit, i.e., hedgehog-like particle,
940appears when amplification of surface coarseness on the nucleus in
941spherical diffusion control starts growing. It was shown earlier [70]
942that this amplification is very fast so the induction time when grow-
943ing nucleus enters mixed control can be taken also as induction time
944of spongy formation. It follows from Eqs. (1.95) and (1.96) that rc,N
945and ti decrease with increasing overpotential.
946On the other hand, it was also shown [64] that spongy deposit can
947be formed only if around each grain with radius rc,N, growing under
948spherical diffusion control, a diffusion layer of the same thickness is
949formed, as illustrated earlier. This condition is fulfilled if
N  1ð4rc;NÞ2
; (1.83b)
950where N is the number of grain per square centimeter of the
951macroelectode. Hence, deposition in spherical diffusion control on
952the growing grain is possible if both Eqs. (1.93) and (83) are satisfied
953in the same time the nucleation law can be written in the form [62]
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955 N0 is the maximum number of active sites for selected value of
956 overpotential and K1 and K2 are constants.









Ati 	 0 (1.98)
959 which happens at sufficiently high overpotentials where K2/
2 ! 0,
960 A ! K1 j0 and ti ! 0. Hence, the spongy deposit formation at high
961 overpotentials starts at very low deposition times, when the spherical
962 diffusion layer formed around grains do not overlap. The critical
963 overpotential of spongy formation can be obtained by substitution
964 of rc,N from Eq. (1.95) and ti from Eq. (1.96) in Eq. (1.98) and further
965 calculation. if this overpotential is larger than critical one for instan-
966 taneous dendritic growth the dendrite spongy nuclei can be formed
967 over inert substrate.
968 The experimental verification of the above discussion is given by
969 the consideration of the morphology of electrodeposited silver from
970 0.50 M AgNO3 in 0.20 M HNO3 on the graphite electrode at different
971 overpotentials of deposition and with different deposition times [71].
972 In Fig. 1.29 the deposit obtained at an overpotential of 100 mV
973 during 180 s is shown.
974 As expected, the boulders are obtained. In Fig. 1.30, the deposits
975 obtained at 200 mV during 1 and 10 s are presented. At 1 s, the
976 boulders are formed, but at 10 s the needle-like deposit is obtained.
977 This means that the spherical diffusion layer around the growing
978 grains is not formed before the formation of the diffusion layer of
979 the macroelectrode. The electrodeposition inside the diffusion layer
980 of the macroelectrode is confirmed by the growth of needles towards
981 the bulk of solution.
982 At an overpotential of 300 mV, the conditions of the spherical
983 diffusion control around the growing grains are fulfilled and den-
984 dritic-spongy deposit is formed, as can be seen from Fig. 1.31.
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985The growth of dendrites in all directions means that there is a
986spherical control to the growing grains in the initial stage of the
987electrodeposition.
988Finally, the fact that rc,N and ti (Eqs. (1.95) and (1.96)) decrease
989with the increasing overpotential can be verified by Figs. 1.31 and 1.32.
990It is obvious that the semiqualitative agreement between the theory
991and experiments is fair. AU8Besides, the deposits from Figs. 1.31 and 1.32
992are similar to those from Fig. 1.29a, b. Unfortunately, the ideal
Fig. 1.29 Silver deposit obtained at an overpotential of 100 mV with electrolysis
time of 180 s
Fig. 1.30 Silver deposit obtained at an overpotential of 200 mV. Deposition time
(a) 1 s and (b) 10 s
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Fig. 1.31 Silver deposits obtained at an overpotential of 300 mV (a) 1 s, (b) 1 s,
(c) 3 s, and (d) 5 s
Fig. 1.32 Silver deposits obtained at an overpotential of 700 mV (a) 0.15 s;
(b) 0.30 s; and (c) 0.5 s
993spongy–dendritic nucleus similar to the one from Fig. 1.30 has not
994been formed so far; it will probably be formed in the future
995investigations.
9961.8 Conclusions
997The formation of disperse metal electrodeposits is discussed by the
998consideration of corresponding physical and mathematical models.
999It is shown that the mechanisms of formation of all different forms
1000can be elucidated by the use of conclusions of a few classic works in
1001the field of metal electrodeposition making a general theory of
1002disperse metal electrodeposits formation.
1003The appearance of different forms of disperse metal electro-
1004deposits is correlated with the properties of electrodeposited metal
1005and deposition conditions. In this way, the theoretical basis of pow-
1006dered electrodeposits formation and inert electrodes activation is
1007formed.
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